
Oil

Last week ended with a big downwards adjustment on the international crude oil market. The main reason behind the losses was the 
continuing trade war threats between the US and China. Friday, the Chinese stated they would consider imposing tariffs on US oil, and 
this led to a noticeable downside. The Brent front month contract fell as much as 2,50 USD/bbl, settling the day at 73,44 USD/bbl. The 
losses appear to continue Monday.

Gas
Friday was slightly bearish on the European gas markets, where supply improved following a tight situation earlier in the week due to 
maintenance work earlier in the week. Both the day ahead market and long term contracts edged down, and we expect the losses to 
continue today, due to bearish support from the falling oil market.

Coal

The European coal market edged down Friday, partly because the price level was very high earlier during the week, and traders closed 
their positions ahead of the weekend to secure profit. Another reason was the influence from the sharply falling crude oil market. The 
API 2 Cal-19 contract closed the day at 88,60 USD/t, down 0,75 USD/t from Thursday. We could very well see the downturn continuing 
during Monday’s session.

Carbon
There appears to be a risk-off sentiment on the market currently, which also affects the European market for carbon emissions. Prices 
are falling on the market as there are no fundamentals supporting a price level as high as where the market traded up earlier in the year. 
We therefore see a steadily falling development right now, and the quota price fell to 14,53 EUR/t Friday.  

Hydro

This week looks very wet in the Nordic area, with precipitation amounts more than twice as high as seasonal normal. From around the 
forthcoming weekend however, we could see drier conditions as a new high pressure could start dominating. This supports an upside 
on the Nordic power market Friday morning. Temperatures are currently slightly below average, but will rise to around normal later this 
week.

Germany
In a response to the falling prices across the fuel markets and on the carbon emissions market, the German power prices fell in Friday’s 
session. The country’s Cal-19 contract fell 0,27 EUR/MWh and closed at 41,60 EUR/MWh, and it seems very likely that we will see 
further losses Monday. The development also offers bearish support to the Nordic power market.

Equities
As expected, all focus on the stock markets Friday was on the US-China trade war concerns, which escalated with statements of tariff 
imposing from both countries against the other. This led to losses across the stock markets, and the bearish sentiment appears to 
continue early Monday on the Asian markets. 

Conclusion

A wet outlook for the most parts of week 25, combined with falling prices across the fuel markets and on the German power market, led 
to a bearish day on the Nordic power market Friday. The Q3-18 contract fell 0,50 EUR/MWh, settling at 40,05 EUR/MWh, while the YR-
19 contract was down 0,89 EUR/MWh, closing at 33,62 EUR/MWh. Monday morning, the market opens slightly bullishly as drier long-
term weather forecasts appear to weigh heavier than falling fuel prices. The development could however easily change later in the day.
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